School Health Centers (SHC) in Chicago Community Areas
FY 2018

**Funded SHC's**
1. Amundsen High SHC
2. Carver SHC
3. Clemente Wildcats Student SHC
4. Crane Adolescent SHC
5. Dunbar SHC
6. Juarez HS SHC
7. Lakeview SHC
8. National Teacher's Academy SHC
9. Orr Adolescent SHC
10. Phillips SHC
11. Roosevelt SHC
12. Senn SHC
13. Simpson SHC
14. Uplift SHC
15. Ward SHC
16. YWLC SHC

**Non-Funded SHC's**
A. Auburn Gresham SHC
B. Beethoven Elementary SHC
C. Comer Youth Center SHC
D. Davis Elementary SHC
E. Farragut SHC
F. Hibbard SHC
G. Hope Health & Wellness SHC
H. Johnson (Henson) SHC
J. Kilmer SHC
K. Little Village/Lawndale HSI SHC
L. Marquette Elementary SHC
M. Orozco SHC
N. PrimeCare Hamlin SHC
P. Reavis SHC
Q. Sullivan High SHC
R. Steinmetz SHC